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You Will Need

Play Your Game

A pen or pencil – one per player

Find a pawn for each player, and put them all on the MEDBAY square. Put tokens
on to the door squares numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 to show that those doors are closed.

Pawns – one per player

Five little tokens – coins, buttons, anything!

To play the game, take turns to roll a die and move your pawn that many squares. If you
reach a junction during your move you can decide which way to go (you just can’t go
back the way you came, during that move). If you land on a square that says to do
something, do it!

Create Your Game

Rules

We’ve come up with a way to make board games called ‘snaddering’ – all you need are
squares, rules and doodles to start playing!

DOORS: The numbered door squares on the moonbase are where the doors open and
close. If a door square has a token on it, it’s closed – if your move would go through it,
it ends at the square before it instead. If you start your turn next to a door square, you can
skip your turn to open that door (pick up the door token and put it on a different door
square) or to close it (take a door token from another door and put it on this door
square). If someone gets caught in a closing door, they go to the MEDBAY square.

A six-sided die

Before you and your friends can play this game, you need to fill some more squares in.
Have everyone write a few each until you’ve added seven or so squares between you.
Squares can say anything you like – they can be variations of the squares already on the
board, simple ‘roll again’ or ‘miss a turn’ effects, or absolutely anything you can think of.
Add doodles to illustrate the squares, or to generally decorate the board.
When everyone’s happy with how the board looks, you’re ready to play the game.

How to Win
The first player to reach the escape pod square (either landing on it exactly or moving over
it during their turn) wins.
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20 board game designs

24 movement tokens

25 rule pages

36 counters

12 movement cards

1 countdown timer

6 role cards

1 score track

9 action cards
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